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elcome to the first edition of the new Downside student magazine, brought to you by a
dedicated student editorial team.
We have called it Horizon. This is because we needed an abstract noun, because most titles are abstract
nouns. It’s not that complicated.You also need a word with a vague metaphorical meaning, i.e. how far
you can see, breadth and depth, broadening horizons, but this doesn’t change the fact that we wanted a
simple abstract noun that wasn’t a euphemism or had some other meaning we hadn’t spotted. Our view
is that the title is secondary to the content, a bit like band names. Some bands have the worst names in
the history of popular music, but because they are synonymous with amazing music it becomes a positive
thing. So there you have it, Horizon: it’s like The Arctic Monkeys.
There are some broad aims. We are trying to put together a magazine that is read and enjoyed.
We want to show the School from our point of view. We don’t want to fall into genre clichés and we
want to focus on people, what motivates them and why we do the things we do. This means getting to
grips with the elements that make Downside such an unusual and amazing place to live, work and study.
We want to be honest but we also recognise our responsibilities as young journalists.
It seems apt to kick things off with an interview with the Head Master, Mr Hobbs. Both Joe Rowell
and Mr Jones, who conducted the interview and worked together on the final piece, were nervous
about heading up the stairs in the old house. It’s typically a place to be avoided at all costs. Nevertheless,
we think it’s a great piece and hope you enjoy it.
The rest of the magazine goes behind the scenes and explores many of the aspects of school which
we take for granted. We visit a retreat in deepest Exmoor, speak to head chef James Lowe, catch up
with international students and look back at a spectacular series of rugby matches.
We welcome commissions: if you have ideas for further articles get in touch with the editorial team.
We are also keenly interested in unusual and amazing work. We can hyperlink, such is our command of
technology, although this only makes sense in the pdf version. In time, we hope to move to two editions
per year, but we need new writers and editors to make it happen. Watch out for notices about the next
phase in September. We want it to become an exciting and keenly-anticipated part of life at Downside.
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HORIZON | MEETING MR HOBBS
Hobbs and Hobbs: finding Dory

BY JOE ROWELL AND MR JONES

The Head Master’s office isn’t the kind of place you visit through choice. It’s the
inner sanctum, a place of deep, plush carpets, red armchairs and sturdy coffee
tables. It’s the first place you go when wanting to come to the School and often
the last place you see before leaving: the bookend, both good and bad, to school
life for pupils over time. Little did I know I would find myself back here in a few
short weeks for a very different reason, but those are the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune.

I

knock, nervously. Even Mr Jones is
nervous – teachers seem to share the
same trepidation at the hallowed halls
of the Old House. The inlaid wood and
archaic name-plates speak of tradition
and the past; the head-teacher’s dining
room has something of the historical
drama about it. It’s the panelling, the
huge oak table and the high-backed
chairs. It could double up for an
episode of Wolf Hall with Thomas
More and Thomas Cromwell discussing
Utopia over a goblet of wine. Instead
it’s Joe Rowell and Mr Jones discussing
life as the Head Master, with the Head
Master but without the wine.
Mr Hobbs laughs properly
What we do know we glean from
meetings in corridors, encounters
and conversations. Here, we get the chance for a grilling and open up with gentle questions before throwing in a
few curveballs later. We kept a few back from the officially sanctioned list of questions, just to see what happened.
But we start gently. When asked about the best and worst bits of his day, Mr Hobbs pauses, before reeling
through the things that matter.
Mr Hobbs: It’s quite hard to say. This might sound a bit cheesy. I enjoy my days and the variety, but I think the
best thing that I do is dealing with pupils, seeing things that directly benefit them. That’s what I most enjoy, when
I can see the benefits. On the other hand, it’s really important that the nitty gritty stuff gets done, so there may
be stuff that takes me away from being in the heart of the School. It can be doing a policy document, that sort
of thing, I’m not going to tell you that when I’ve come to do those things that I’m absolutely loving it but on the
other hand they are important to the running of the School.
Joe chimes in with what we are both thinking… so balance sheets are the worst thing…
Mr Hobbs: Well there you go, I’ve said it. They are perhaps a less joyful experience.
When Mr Hobbs laughs he laughs properly. It’s a genuine laugh, one rooted in a sense of humour; there are glimpses here
and there, an aside in assembly, a conspiratorial smile. It’s how we like our headmasters to be, subtly human. But we also
want to know how and why they got to be running the show.
Mr Hobbs: When I set out in teaching it wasn’t my ambition. That’s not to say that there didn’t come a
point when I was Deputy that I thought I could be a Head. It’s much more the case that I felt it was something
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I considered; leadership as service, it was an
opportunity to see how I could contribute in
the best possible way to the School community.
Therefore, I’m delighted and privileged to be a
headmaster but I don’t look at it as reaching the top,
I look at it as being able to support and contribute
and play a more important part in the culture of the
School. I’d reframe the question and say ‘why did I
want to be the Head Master of Downside’.
What it does mean is that I feel able to clarify
our purpose and our mission. My feeling is that
leadership is a very simple thing. It’s about empowering people, making people better than they otherwise would
be, and able to achieve the right purpose. Having been ten years as a deputy that’s different to lots of heads who
come into schools and are completely new; they have to get to know it and they have to show that they have
an affection and an understanding of what the School is about. I don’t think anyone would say to me that I don’t
understand Downside, or I don’t love Downside, they know very well that I do on both counts and I’ll do my
very best for the School.
Things are going well.We carry on. Joe bowls another gentle seamer, it sits up nicely for a strong response.We ask about
change. Mr Hobbs strikes through the ball with confidence.
Mr Hobbs: Growth and change are massively important and being the best that we can be, but I wouldn’t
say that I suddenly want to go in different directions. I’d like to develop or become stronger in all areas really,
be more ambitious, to grow the First and Second Forms and create a thriving community there. There are
major things – I’d like Downside to be more affordable, so that we’re able to educate people of all needs. I’d
love to have an endowment such that we would be able to offer lower fees to deserving people who would
want to come here and gain from being at Downside. But regarding any change, I would only want to make our
commitment to our Catholic and Benedictine ethos stronger, so that there is a genuine integrity, as there is now,
and a link between that mission and what we are doing.
Everyone has relaxed. The chairs are very comfortable. Mr Hobbs is on the sofa, Joe and Jones are opposite on
the red chairs. The chairs have low arms that support gently. We take our opportunity and start on the meaty
stuff. We want to know what the worst thing was Mr Hobbs did at school. We’re not sure we’ll get the real juicy
details, but we hope for a glimpse of something...
Mr Hobbs: I’m not going to sidestep, I genuinely mean this, the worst thing I did at school was not to fulfil
my potential in certain areas, not to use all the opportunities I had. Everybody gets to a certain age, and thinks
‘I didn’t have the courage to stand up and be myself’ and I know within a school there are times when your
peer group influences you not to take risks that you really should. I got into plenty of trouble at school, (laughs
again), one of the most amusing things I remember still, having a pillow fight and a water fight on the last day of
term and the Head Master stuck his head round the door and said, “What’s going on here”, and a boy said “we’re
just soaking the dormitory in case there’s a fire, Father”. It was not a clever line and we all got beaten for being
involved. It’s not the scrapes, or the trouble, they’re not fun at the time, but you can look back on those scrapes
with some affection. It’s when you are unkind to others or you are selfish, and it takes you longer then to work
out what direction you should be going in.
We feel emboldened, and move swiftly onto the curveball. It looks like an off-break but fizzes away to one side, catching
the batsman unawares: if you were a car what would you be and why?
Mr Hobbs: The car I immediately think of is the VW Combi. It’s the car that I’ve got the most fun from and
some of my best memories. I think it’s how I am: it’s multi-purpose, I wouldn’t say that I’m a specialist or the best
in a certain area, I’d like to be as good as I can in all those areas. 
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It’s a homely answer. At one point we did think our interview might be all about the past year, the complex and
intense scrutiny of a very public inquiry and how the School has changed. But we settle for a simpler question:
what was it like to become the Head in the middle of a period of intense public scrutiny?
Mr Hobbs: I think it’ll be interesting to look back on in it. It’s tough to know what it would have been like if
there hadn’t been that public scrutiny. It gave me a very clear purpose of what my role was and to some extent,
maybe helped with taking the lead because it was so important for the School that I did so. It is a bit like what’s
the best and worst thing of my day, I feel a commitment to this school, to the pupils, the parents, in the School.
It’s something that had to be done.
Joe follows up… “It’s a part of your experience and where you are now and I guess people and the public, they don’t
know what Downside is like, in person, because they are not a part of the School.”
Mr Hobbs: That’s it, and that’s what I wanted to get across. I didn’t want people not to have a proper picture
of what was happening here, that there are 350 pupils here and Downside means something to them. That’s why I
spoke to the BBC. Whether there was public scrutiny or not we still have a mission and an educational purpose.

HORIZON | MEETING MR HOBBS
funny kind of way, if somebody said to me now that all they wanted to do is become a teacher I’d want to know
why, I mean it might be for all the right reasons. It’s a bit like when people say they want to do PE A-Level, and
you say why? They say ‘because I’m going to be out doing sports all the time’. Or why do you want to do Business
Studies? ‘Because I can make loads of money’.You’ve misunderstood it, I’m delighted you want to do it but I think
it’s important when you set out on something you understand the reasons for it.
Joe: What are you most proud of outside of School?
Mr Hobbs: It’s a cliché, but outside of School, the thing I’m most proud of is having a strong family: Damaris,
who is such a huge support, and our four children. I take great pride in my children. That’s where my joy outside
School comes from. And it’s interesting because I am both a teacher and a father, well there is one of them left
at the School but four have gone through. There has to be a distinction, and I’ve been very clear where those
boundaries are, there are similarities, but there’s an interesting thing with having a connection with all the
different children in the School taking pride in them and joy at their successes and failures, being a part of their
development and then the different joy of being a parent. Some of your worst moments can turn out to be your
best.
As with all interviews, before we finish, we allow the interrogated to turn the tables. Mr Hobbs asks Joe what it was like to
move from a London day school to the bucolic institution of Downside.
Joe: It’s definitely for the better for all sorts of reasons. Last year up until the second half of the Easter term, I
was adamant that I wasn’t going to like it, but my parents felt that the longer I was here, the more I’d like it, and
eventually they were right.
And our meeting ends on common ground.
Mr Hobbs: I’d been 16 years at Canford and they were fantastic memories, but I needed a new challenge.
When I came here initially I thought ‘my goodness, I’m really outside my comfort zone, I’ve lost my support
network, my familiarity. There were lots of things that I could have done immediately, but trying to do them here
took ages, and it led to a loss of confidence, because of the loss of familiarity.
You’ve made a difficult and ultimately successful change. In this way, what can seem like the worst moments
then become the best ones because you end up knowing more about yourself.

The Head Master having his shoes shined with pupils and staff as part of Service

Joe: What would you do if you weren’t a teacher?

On my way out we see the bookshelves, the folders of work, the texts – never forget to look at your teacher’s
bookshelves. It’s their equivalent of a Spotify playlist. Mr Jones’s shelves are groaning under the weight of a
ridiculously narrow interest in cycling and cycling only. However, Mr Hobbs’ shelves are stacked with an eclectic
combination; Mike Brearley, Nelson Mandela and Horace converse quietly from beneath the hardback covers,
combining to create a sense of holistic purpose, where the sum is greater than the parts. 

Mr Hobbs: It’s funny because I didn’t set out to become a teacher, I ended up being a teacher because I wanted
to have another year at university and I was playing rugby and enjoying that and I didn’t quite know what else I
was going to do. At one point I applied to join the army and thank goodness I didn’t. I think the army would say
the same. I never wanted to be lawyer or an accountant, and in those days, you were funnelled to traditional
careers. Now people realise that there are all sorts of things you can do, they don’t see it as ’this is going to be
my career forever’. I didn’t really know what I wanted to do. there is so much more these days in the way you
use skills in different ways, your work is a portfolio.
I taught for a couple of years, then I worked for a company that sold IT. I also worked on building sites, manual
labour, and I was thinking about what I was going to do. I had been in schools or educational institutions all my
life. It came to it that I was really missing teaching, so I went back to it after a couple of years away.
In a funny way it was one of the most useful times for me, giving up teaching, and working out that it was what
I genuinely wanted to do, and I think there isn’t anything more rewarding than being in a community which is
centred on developing young people.
If a pupil said they wanted to be a teacher you’d look at them and think, why would you want to do that?
There were certain teachers we really enjoyed, but I never thought to myself ‘that’s something I want to try’. In a
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Mr Hobbs congratulating
'Race for the Line '
winners from
Shoscombe Primary School
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SPOTLIGHT ON ROBERTS
BY ESMOND LEUNG

‘Spotlight on Roberts’ is the first in a regular series where we go behind the scenes
of different Houses, looking at the identity and values of each bit of the school.
Esmond Leung meets Mr Ottewell and gives an insider’s view of life in Roberts.

We are Roberts. We like to wave our striped flag.

T

he coded doors are the gateway to a boarding house of 55 boys, passionate about studies, mostly passionate
about dormitory life, always passionate about Roberts – the House that likes to sing, and sing loudly.
As is the norm, each morning members of Roberts grab their seats in the common room for the assembly,
with some still chewing the remnants of their breakfast, rushing down in a slightly disorganised hurtle from the
refectory. Mr Ottewell, abetted by Mr Moreno, gives the announcements and sets the tone for the day. He is a
fan of Sir Edmund Hillary and likes the
mountain as a metaphor, and today
opts for an inspirational quote: ‘it is
not the mountain that we conquer,
but ourselves’. It’s a typical Ottewell
moment: he conveys an expectation that
we give the best of ourselves at
all times.
Besides the morning and evening
House assemblies, Roberts members
gather frequently in The Half, at tea or
after the evening assembly. With two
well-equipped kitchens and a large
common room, pupils take advantage
The biggest common room
in the Northern Hemisphere
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“Pupils of different year
groups are so closely attached
and communicate positively
towards life in Roberts, they
enjoy their time in House,
both in concrete terms (that
massive common room) and
abstract terms.”
of these facilities to establish conversations while
making toast and drinks. The house also benefits from
a table tennis set-up and pool table, ideal for friendly
competitions or the settling of old grudges. The House
is lucky to have a light and airy common room. It’s
welcoming and arguably one of the better spaces in
the School.
As a newcomer to the school and the House,besides
The Ottewell-Moreno dream team
the routine and facilities Roberts get to enjoy, I wanted
to discover more about the community. The best way
to start seemed to me to be interviewing boys in
Roberts for their thoughts and feelings.
During the interviews, one point kept coming up, time and time again; ‘Roberts is definitely the best House of all in
terms of the facilities we have.’ It reinforces a sense that this house have got lucky with their physical spaces because
they bring people together and make people smile. They still have to define the space, but it makes it easier.
Besides the facilities and dormitory spaces, I tried to dig deeper into the social aspects of the House, to work out
in the abstract how the culture and identity of the House is established and sustained. What better way to find out
than go straight to the top. We tapped up Mr Ottewell to get a sense of his vision and view of Roberts House.
Mr Ottewell took over in Roberts five years ago and is open in his belief that it is ‘possibly the best and one
of the most challenging roles in education’. It is a role that allows him to work in all areas of pupils’ experiences,
ranging from involvement in school events with the community to whether our radiators are working; from our
future prospects to our quotidian existence. He somehow has his eyes on everything pupils do, across the board,
whilst still having time to organise ham and cheese munchies on a Saturday evening.
When asked about why he wanted to become a House Master, his experience as a House Master and the
future prospects for Roberts, the answer is simple.
“It’s about whole-life education. I want my pupils not just to try their best academically, but do well in other
areas too. I want them to be happy and enjoy their time at Downside, to appreciate where they are. Most
importantly, when they leave Downside, I want them to be good, decent people – not just aspirational young men,
but as role models for others.”
Another target for Mr Ottewell is to make Roberts proud of their identity in the House. From what he has
observed, the community is working well, he refers to how “friendship is developed with no boundaries” and is
pleased that “pupils of different year groups are so closely attached and communicate positively towards life in
Roberts, they enjoy their time in House, both in concrete terms (that massive common room) and abstract terms.”
I put it to the pupils, to see if their sense of belonging matched that spoken of by Mr Ottewell, and the answers
were uniform, if they had a choice of House, they would still opt for Roberts; or as one Sixth Former tactfully
put it:
“Yes, we’ve got lots of sofas, and yes we sing from the heart in church, but we are all friends and look out for
each other. I can’t speak for the other Houses, but I love it here and wouldn’t change it.”
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ON RETREAT

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY

As the Fifth Form hurtled towards an encounter with exams, Joe Rowell reflects on
time eked out for the retreat.

Charlotte Walker takes an oblique look at this year’s Oscar winner, Rami Malik, and
the biopic Bohemian Rhapsody.

BY JOE ROWELL

I

’d heard some rumours in the run up to the Fifth Form retreat. It seemed as though Barlow had drawn the
short straw with an epic excursion to the outer reaches of Exmoor National Park. That was fine, I could cope
with the fact that we were travelling the furthest of any of the Houses, or that Father James was the navigatorin-chief, using a folded six-foot square paper map and eschewing modern technology. It was more the murmured
mutterings that we were going to be sleeping on the cold flagstones of an empty and utilitarian church with
blankets for warmth. Predictions of snow and minus temperatures painted a Dickensian image. I imagined the
headlines: poor lost children found years later once the glaciers have retreated, clutching a service booklet and a
piece of bread. At least it would give an insight into boarding school life in the first part of the 21st Century.
Nonetheless, we were excited as we piled into the drafty and cold minibus. Maybe it was because we missing
lessons. Maybe it was because it gave us an opportunity in the midst of the relentless march towards the exams
to stop and think and breathe. The journey was shorter than expected, with the tiny village of Dulverton
best described as ‘nice’ or ‘quaint’, either term just about covered it. The sense of isolation from the outside
world lasted until we rounded a corner and saw, illuminated by a beam of light, the Co-op. A Pavlovian burst of
adrenaline and excitement led to a quickening of the pace. Mention the word ‘Co-op’ to any Downside pupil
and the senses are immediately stimulated:
Haribo and microwaveable burgers, Pringles
and pop chips.
The business end of the retreat began
with some ‘getting to know you’ exercises.
I can’t say that this was overwhelmingly
helpful: I’ve been living with the majority
of the people involved for at least a year. I
know them pretty well. I know what they
sound like and what they smell like. They are
noisy and smelly. This is a boarding school.
Nevertheless, it allowed some of the social
interaction refuseniks to came out of their
shells; it got us thinking and our minds
in the right place for spiritual reflection.
Exmoor National Park
Vicente from the Manquehue community
and Father James led prayerful analysis of
passages from the gospels. We looked at the
Good Samaritan with fresh eyes, and the spiritual as well as religious focus meant even the more agnostic of us
had a way in. We thought about what it means to us, how we live our lives and the choices we make. These are
lessons we all benefit from. It takes a degree of detachment, a desire to switch off any external distractions in
order to think about what can be gained. It’s probably a good idea we were in the middle of Exmoor.
By the evening the reflection had helped us work up a hunger. Mr Potter showcased his culinary skills, although
I have a sneaking suspicion these skills centre around reheating pre-prepared lasagne from the refectory rather
than knocking up a meal from scratch. However, it tasted better than normal, probably for that same reason. We
watched Amazing Grace which was a good way to spend an evening; we felt free from School and revelled in the
story of John Newton who influenced William Wilberforce and the abolitionist movement. We held mass, and
the night concluded with Vicente playing the guitar, bringing contemporary music to Downside, and maybe even
creating an enduring tradition. The rooms were austere, to put it mildly, think American summer camp crossed
with young offender’s institution and you’re close. The creaky bunk-beds were bunched together in towering
tiers. Snoring was amplified and the room was warm. At least we weren’t sleeping on the cobbles.
The forecast for snow proved accurate and we awoke to a white winter postcard, but not enough for us to be
trapped in our bubble of spiritual enlightenment. We made our return to School, ready for more studies, more
GCSEs, more routine, but somehow better able to cope, fortified and refreshed. 
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(DIR. BRYAN SINGER)

BY CHARLOTTE WALKER

T

he problem with film reviews is that they fall into a couple of traps.The content can be dated by the time we get
to print. It is also really subjective; one person’s masterpiece is another person’s turkey. Lastly, film reviews can
follow a number of cliché-ridden patterns, usually culminating in a mark out of ten or a star system. Anyway, as cinema
visits form a key part of the weekend for many boarders, a chance of escapism, not only into the narrative but also into
the joyous hinterland of Avon Meads, (one of the more scenic parts of Bristol) we might run with a regular column,
giving readers a chance to revisit a film they have seen. Unless we change our minds, in which case, enjoy this one-off.
The film has been a bit of a cursed project. At one point Sacha Baron Cohen was going to play the lead role,
but that fell through after he fell out with the producers who just happen to be the surviving members of the
band. It’s a shame, Ali G playing Freddie M was an exciting prospect. The director was also fired after falling out
with the actors and crew and finding himself on the wrong end of several #metoo headlines. Given all that, you
might expect the film to be a complete mess. I went to the local cinema to find out.
The film follows the career of the iconic group Queen, focusing on the life of lead singer Freddie Mercury
(Rami Malek). Somehow it captures the brilliance of Queen, a band regarded by many as one of the greatest of all
time and contains iconic hits like Somebody To Love, We Will Rock You and of course the titular Bohemian Rhapsody.
Rarely has the old adage ‘all-killer, no filler’ been so appropriate. The film is funny and, while cheesy and overdramatised in places, it is an uplifting experience, following the traditional rags-to-riches narrative arc.
Rami Malek, winner of the Oscar for Best Actor in a Drama Motion Picture, perfectly captures the flamboyant and
brilliant personality of Freddie Mercury. It’s hard to imagine how Baron-Cohen could have improved it. Supported by
the insight of Freddie’s former bandmates, Malek brings the character to life in a unique but appropriate way. It’s no
surprise that he has been garlanded with awards and won the Oscar for Best Actor; it is eerie how he manages to
inhabit the legendary figure, right down to the big teeth and strange accent.
Perhaps the film’s greatest moment is the re-enactment of the famous Live Aid performance in 1985. The
attention to detail is staggering and the scene is packed with energy. Whilst I never got to witness the Live
Aid concert (being born at least 25 years too late), many people who attended the event commented on the
incredible replication even down to the atmosphere. It’s a scene that bookends the film; Rami Malik is in shot,
waiting to go on stage, a tense bundle of nervous energy.
It is hard to escape the view that this is a slightly sanitised version of the lead singer’s antics, which conflates
the timeline and details somewhat. This might be out of necessity, Mercury was a bohemian to rival Oscar Wilde
and the Marquis de Sade at times. Nevertheless, the film’s energy and atmosphere makes it clear that the legacy
of Queen and Freddie Mercury continues to live on, and as straight-up entertainment it is hard to beat.You’d
have to be a proper curmudgeon not to enjoy it. Either way, it has grossed a staggering $800 million, so expect
lots more musical biopics as the big studios gear up to capitalise on the film’s success. Elton John’s life story,
Rocket Man, is up next. 

Bohemian Rhapsody
has received multiple
awards and nominations, including four
awards at the 91st
Academy Awards
for Best Actor, Best
Film Editing, Best
Sound Editing and
Best Sound Mixing,
making it the film with
the most wins at the
ceremony.
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FASHION FOR FREEDOM

SANT BARLOMEU DE FERRERIES

Charlotte Walker attended the recent Fashion Show, battling through snow and ice
to file her report.

Espérance Guize recounts her experience at an exciting but rather scary festival in
Spain last summer…

O

T

BY CHARLOTTE WALKER

n Saturday 2nd February, Downside held an
inaugural charity Fashion Show in support of
You Can Free Us; an organisation dedicated to ending
modern slavery and human trafficking. Work on the
event began in Caverel House during the Michaelmas
term with planning sessions, ideas, followed by the abrupt
reality of organising a show.
After many weeks of careful planning and designing,
some back and forth and a ceaseless quest for suitable
‘models’ amongst the staff, the evening arrived, along
with the snow, unfortunately. The School looked lovely
amidst the dusting, the abbey church framed as a wintry
postcard. However, it meant a late change of plans; the
catering lorry couldn’t get through so the planned dinner
was cancelled. On with the show, however, with parents

BY ESPÉRANCE GUIZE

odo el mundo sabe que España es un país con muchos festivales. Todas las grandes ciudades tienen una
tradición y todas son más extrañas que las otras. Por ejemplo a Castilla y Léon hay demonios que saltan
sobre bebés recién nacidos. Pero no he tenido la suerte de ir ahí.
No tengo una familia que va a muchos festivales y cada vez que voy a España no hay festivales conocidos. Sin
embargo fui a una pequeña fiesta hace dos años en Menorca. No es muy conocido pero pensé que había muchas
personas. El nombre es la fiesta de Sant Barlomeu de Ferreries. Se celebra los días de 23 y 24 de agosto.
Hay caballos y personas que se visten de trajes negros muy elegantes. Les caballos se levantan, corren, hacen
ruido, es impresionante pero puede ser muy peligroso porque cuando los caballos se levantan los jóvenes quieren
tocar a los caballos y estar lo más cerca posible para provocar mucho peligro. Los caballos tienen que levantarse
lo más alto posible para ganar, es emocionante porque todo el mundo quiere ayudarlos como una familia.
Sin embargo hay muchas personas y es difícil de ver cualquier cosa. Fui con mi familia y muchos amigos me
encantó porque no voy a estas fiestas en Francia y creo que fue único. Nos reímos mucho, es una manera de
estar cerca de mi familia. Me encantará ir allí otra vez. Espero que cuando sea mayor, iré a muchos festivales. 
Connecting with the wonderful horses at the Festival is an exciting but daunting experience

“The two greatest challenges
were enthusing the students to
model and the snow!”
Show-stopping peacock headdress designed and made by
Lower Sixth Former Phaedra Van Laar

accessorising for the weather and trekking across the
arctic steppes to come and support the event.
There were a number of different fashion ‘lines’
showcased at the event, six of which were designed and
modelled by Downside pupils. It meant a wide variety
of collections, with different styles and approaches in
evidence. Each had its own inspiration and influences,
ranging from Urban Chic to eclectic and elegant clothes
designed from fabrics found at charity shops and handdesigned t-shirts made by the third form under the
leadership of Mrs Fry. Even the staff were able to practise
their ‘walk’, sashaying down the runway whilst modelling
a line from Bath-based shop Waller and Wood.
Georgia sporting a
Mrs Bouchard supported
In addition to fashion, the evening included a dance
dramatic floral number
the pupils all the way
choreographed by Ms Mortimer, a musical performance
to the cat walk!
and an informative speech about the reality of modernday slavery and the work of the charity. The money raised from this fantastic event will help the charity continue
its vital work in putting human trafficking to a stop and healing its victims.
The event raised a fantastic £2,000 for You Can Free Us. Thank you to the models, designers, performers and
staff involved. Special thanks go to Celeste Graham who hosted and led the event. It was another representation
of the great things and opportunities we have here at Downside, and of the collective determination required to
make these things happen, even when it snows. 
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HORIZON | DAY IN THE LIFE

YES CHEF!
BY LILY LAM

A day in the life of Downside’s King of the Kitchen, James Lowe.

H

ave you ever considered what the most important thing in life is? For
me, positivity is key. A bright and cheerful attitude can help life to
flow smoothly. In order to stay happy, you have to have good food to eat.
Don’t take my word for it though,Virginia Woolf acknowledged that “One
cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well.” Apart
from keeping you happy and engaged, food also provides energy. There is
no getting around it: tasty and healthy food is essential to mind and body.
The life of a student can be stressful. We need to concentrate and work
diligently in lessons everyday while staying up to date with prep. Food in
School is very important, it can help to prevent stress, allowing students
to concentrate on their education. My experience at Downside has
been that whenever I feel down or pressured, food from the refectory
always brightens my day. Have you ever wondered what goes on behind
the scenes at the Downside refectory? Luckily, I had the opportunity to
interview our head chef to find out what life is really like in the kitchen.
Executive Head Chef James has been working in Downside for 18 months.
He is an experienced chef, who has been enthusiastic about cooking since

childhood and it is something he always wanted to do. James has a committed team, including the Head Chef,
Paul Harris, and Junior Sous Chef, Henry Faithfull. They work with all the other members of the catering team to
ensure that when you stumble out of bed, your breakfast is ready and waiting.
I don’t know about you, but I’m not a morning person. I always complain about the fact that I have to get up
when it’s still dark outside. However, James’s alarm rings when all of us students are still sleeping soundly. He
leaves home at the horrendously early time of 5.00am and starts to prepare our breakfast at 6:30am. His working
day is long, and he can sometimes finish as late as 7.00pm. This is a day in the life of James Lowe.
“All the kitchen staff finish breakfast at 8:15am and we immediately start on lunch. Once that’s done we have
a short break so we can eat (yes, even chefs have to eat) after all the cleaning and packing. Once done, we go
straight into work mode again, preparing dinner. I don’t have much of a break during the day, usually I only spend
an hour a day in the office ordering food and doing research to ensure that we are complying with the food
legislation and food hygiene. There are lots of things to do that no-one ever notices!
When I am deciding what to include in the menu, there are a number of things I consider. The menu should
be exciting and most importantly, it should be healthy and everyone needs to like and want to eat it. This can
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be tricky when you consider the array of different cultures and tastes in our School community. Whenever we
have planned a menu, I would take a look before passing it on to the general manager. After that, the menu goes
to the School and finally the nutritionist. It takes around two months for the whole process. When the menu is
confirmed, there will then be tasting for students and staff before we roll it out.
I suddenly realise that things don’t magically appear on the plate based on what the Chef had in or wanted to
cook that day. It’s a pretty intensive process. I’m in awe.
“We have a weekly meeting for the kitchen team where we plan and research new, tasty recipes while
considering what the pupils want. This is where the feedback sessions are important. We listen and try to factor
it in. Right now we are planning recipes two months ahead! My favourite food is mussels, chips and burgers. I
want to share what I like with everyone so I include them in the School menu. I have always wondered what I
would do if I got a chance to serve the Queen. I think it would probably be a lovely piece of venison as it doesn’t
contain much fat and it’s a special kind of meat that not many people have tried. It is also quite expensive which
reflects the prestigious status of the royals.
Genuinely I really love my job working at Downside as Head Chef. Maybe some of you might think it’s tedious
working in the kitchen for the whole day as I have the same daily routine for every single day but actually I don’t
think it is boring at all. People only see a tiny part of what we are doing but there also are many events going on.
We prepare different food for the monks and look after the bookshop. Sometimes, we cook food for the Head
Master’s private dinner, or a house dinner and also for socials. I feel like there are always new challenges.
One of the biggest challenges now is the recipe for vegan food. I am trying to figure out some interesting
recipes, I feel like it can be boring if we keep cooking the same thing for vegetarians. However, I love to eat meat
so it is hard for me to think of vegan food with a different style. I hope to make up some vegan recipes which

are more attractive so all our pupils can experience
exciting vegan food and not think it’s an oxymoron.
It’s a fact that eating more plant-based food is better
for our world.
In a similar way, we are trying to use more organic
products for our materials and I am always talking to
VIRGINIA WOOLF
the suppliers. Negotiating with them is a challenge.
Thirdly, as there is an increasing number of rainforest
being damaged for producing palm oil, we decided to achieve a palm oil ‘free’ kitchen to stretch out a helping hand to
our environment.We are also trying to minimise our wastage as the more we save, the more resources we have.”

“One cannot think well, love
well, sleep well, if one has not
dined well.”

So there you have it. The busiest person in the whole School, working huge long days to make sure your food is
always amazing and tasty. Just remember James and his team next time you’re munching your way through a fifth
portion of the delicious churros…
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ANATOMY OF A CUP RUN
BY JOE ROWELL

At an institution like Downside with a long history of competitive fixtures,
excitement rises for the weekend’s matches. If nothing else it becomes a form of
escapism from September onwards, numbing the pain of the back to school blues.

T

hose people connected to Downside understand implicitly how integral the sporting teams are to school
life. The gallery of team photos and memorabilia serves as a daily reminder. The weekend brings tension; a
desire to get out and play but an anxiety about how hard the match might be. The rest of the School turn out enmasse to watch home fixtures, standing by the hallowed turf which has stood as silent witness to many a victory.
What started off for me as a commission to write-up a match report became something altogether different as a
strong outfit embarked on a lengthy cup run. I was there to see the matches unfold and get the inside story.
Under Mr Baxter and Mr Moreno the boys navigated comfortably through the first match against Weston
College. It was under the harsh, geometrical shadows of floodlights with a bellowing crowd of a few slightly scary
looking locals supporting their team. It had little effect as Downside thrashed them 37-12 with a man of the
match performance from towering titan Charlie Hobbs. He plucked the ball out of the air effortlessly at almost
every kick off and scored two tries. Ethan Morgan orchestrated the play fluidly from fly half, a magician at the
peak of his powers. From the deep, Ioan Jenkins emerged, ball in hand, hurtled the full length of the pitch to score,
breezing past each flailing assailant with quick feet and unmatched force.
Emboldened and ready for more, the following match was against the formidable auld enemy, Colston’s. It
was a perfect day with the School turning out under the rheumy late summer sun to watch. Kofi Barton-Byfield
became involved in a tense battle with an obstinate winger. A few words of ‘advice’ from Kofi drew a rather
physical reaction from the lumbering beast, at which point Kofi allowed his feet to ‘do the talking’, tearing across

Pause, touch, engage

To the victors, the spoils
Attending the Rosslyn Park 7s tournament in March 2019

Lower Sixth Former Ethan Morgan

the line. Ethan was man of the match with his faultless
kicking, before delivering a pass on a silver platter for
the venerable full back to Bede Kemp to close the game
out at 26-14.
Marlborough College was always going to be a tough
match with their 1000-plus school and a man-mountain
of a Welsh prop making up their team. Their overly
physical approach drew consternation from those
watching; targeted tackles caused harrowing injuries to
Gene Norris, Ethan, Constantin Lubec and Joe Tomkins
in a battle of gamesmanship; new recruits from the Fifth
Form were thrown into the crucible. The team matched
their brutish opponents hit for hit, with Joe Burns and
Arndy Jackson taking out the colossal loose-head with
a double-hit, the thwack resonating across and echoing
off the granite walls of the college. Gregor Gaggero
followed up, sending him backwards through time and
With former Head of Rugby Mike Baxter
space, just one of a number of mind-shakingly big hits
from the man of the match. Nevertheless, the game was
up and the score told the story, if not the meaning.
It was a run that reawakened the competitive fire for the school team. The spirit in which we played the game
lives longest in the memory. Even when subject to questionable tactics we played real rugby, honoured the codes,
the School and each other. 
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GENEVA CONVENTIONS
BY GEORGIA BOLTON

In February of this year Georgia Bolton travelled to Geneva with her A level
Economics class. She recalls her experience of visiting this most international
of cities.

A

fter a brutally early start on a February morning, our economics group began the journey to Geneva;
leaving the February cold of Somerset to find seasonal snow, the details of global fiscal policy and maybe
some fondue.
The flight was uneventful (the best kind) and we managed to negotiate customs despite one incorrect passport.
We followed up this minor issue in true Downside fashion, missing our train into Geneva and waiting for the
next one. We then made our way on foot, with the intrepid Mr Kelly leading the way, to the Geneva Hostel
where we stayed for the two nights. By this time, we had been up for what seemed like days, but in reality it
was only just lunchtime. We headed out for some well-earned sustenance, the early departure meant we were
starting to flag and an energy boost was required prior to our visit to the World Trade Organisation (WTO).
The WTO was an amazing building, and our historic meeting room was decorated with an array of paintings.
We were lucky enough to sit in on a talk introducing the works and success of the WTO. We were hearing firsthand about a concept from our studies, by someone who was a part of the functioning of the organisation. The
elephant in the room in the case was the ‘B’ word; but no matter one’s political stance, you were open to the
reality of the implications of the WTO and how Britain would be affected if we opted for WTO rules. As the day
progressed the inevitable happened, with the travel taking a toll. Eyes glazed over in the soporific and luxurious
setting and many of us struggled to stay on target. The splendid lunch didn’t help, with the post-prandial dip an
additional obstacle. It’s a tough gig!
While at the WTO, we were able to visit the inner sanctum where many of the key negotiations on world
trade unfold. It was so interesting seeing the room in which the trade agreements are discussed and made real
what had previously been pages in a textbook. We all found the name card for our home countries and took a
photo. Each country outside of the EU has two representatives who take part in the negotiations. Member states

of the EU also have two delegates, but with an additional two EU reps who cover all 28 nations when they take
to the negotiation floor.
After a long day of WTO intricacies, we felt obliged to carry out a key cultural practice: we ate fondue and
concluded the day. Ropes of stringy cheese and bread were shared and we retired to our hostel, hoping not to
have les cauchemars from the EU mountain of Swiss cheese consumed.
Tuesday was action-packed, but with a little less fatigue. The itinerary for the morning consisted of a visit
and tour of the International Labour Organisation (ILO). This is ‘a United Nations agency whose mandate is
to advance social justice and promote decent work by setting international labour standards.’ We were taken
through the history of the organisation after their relocation from the WTO centre. The architecture was
symbolic, with different flooring representing different aspects of life. Cobbles represent on the lower ground
the world in its current state. On the top floor, smooth flooring symbolises the aims of the ILO. We were able to
form an opinion about the reality of the success of the ILO through first-hand observation.
After lunch (not fondue) we headed for the United Nations office in Geneva, the highlight of the trip. We had
a tour of the building and were shown the different seminar and debating chambers. It was fascinating to see the
different rooms, gifted by different countries and what they are there to represent or commemorate. The UN is
instrumental in maintaining international peace and security, it also encourages relationships between countries
to boost international development. It allowed us to explore the thought process behind possible future career
paths, like diplomacy, and to see the wider remit of a career in Economics.
On the final morning we returned to the WTO for a fantastic opportunity: a stimulating discussion with
Ambassador Diego Valencia of Ecuador. Mr Valencia is not only the representative of Ecuador to the WTO, but
the chair of the diplomatic group representing the developing nations at the WTO, known as the ‘G77’. Mr
Valencia told us about ‘dollarization’ in Ecuador and asked us our opinions of this. This opened up a discussion of
the economic theories we have been taught in class, allowing us to see how theory exists in a pragmatic sense in
the real world. The same was true when the class were asked questions about the absence of monetary policy in
light of dollarization. It was a spectacular way to add depth and a sense of reality to our classroom studies and an
incredible experience and the perfect way to round off the trip. 

Post-fondue, pre-WTO
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THE NEW INTERNATIONALS
BY VIOLA LEE

Viola Lee caught up with some of Downside’s international students to get their
view on what life is like here.

O

ne feature of life at Downside is that it increasingly reflects the globalised world we live in; both how we
work and the choices we make. Studying abroad has become more common and for many it is a part of
becoming global citizens. Downside has benefited from these cultural and demographic changes, with a clear
sense of enrichment gained from welcoming pupils from all over the world. We caught up with students who
have chosen to study here in order to find out more about their experiences and why exactly they chose to
travel halfway around the planet to end up at a small Benedictine community in deepest darkest Somerset.
Nick is from Hong Kong and his home language is Cantonese
Nick has been here from the fourth form, completing his GCSEs last year before
moving onto the sixth form. He is studying double Maths, Economics and Physics. This
is a fairly common choice for many international students. This reflects a demand in
that area for these subjects, but also the fact that they are not limited by language.
I love British culture and I am Catholic so it was a big factor in my choice to come to
Downside. It was hard at first because I needed to talk with others in English; I had to
practise and speak more. It was difficult but it is easier now. Another challenge was that
Downside is ten times bigger than my old school!

HORIZON | INTERNATIONALS

At Downside, the fees are more expensive because of the boarding and the size of
the School is much bigger than my previous school. Many sports facilities are provided
here and rugby and football are my favourite activities to do! It is special – or a bit
challenging – to have lessons on Saturday and have mass on Sunday. This means I have
a short weekend!
Boarding enables me to meet different people and be more relaxed.There is not much
pressure from my parents. Moreover, there is more freedom and it is much easier for me
to study here than in my home country because of the dedicated prep time and the lack
of distractions.
Julia is from Poland. She speaks Polish
Julia is a Lower Sixth Former doing Biology, Chemistry, Maths and Psychology at
A level.
I think studying in the UK gives me lots of opportunities for the future. It’s also a beautiful
country.The atmosphere of the School is spiritual which suits me very well. At the beginning
of the year, it was difficult to express my feeling to others. I have to speak English to my
friends everyday so my language has naturally improved! I really enjoy studying here.The
School cares about you. People also treat you well. Having supper and activities with my
friends are the best things to do!

I feel at home here, the atmosphere here is cheerful and I can be with my friends. I also
enjoy studying because it gives me a better chance to study in a UK university.The best
thing, or the most unique thing is brunch. I like it. However, the most difficult thing has been the food.The food here is good,
but it’s very different to what I am used to. It’s also been good to get away from my parents!

Surprisingly, I enjoy having games which I didn’t like before. I am not used to wearing
uniform and having lessons on Saturday. I used to study seven or eight subjects but now
I can study only four. Academically, there are many practical elements in Biology and Chemistry. Managing my time and
keeping on top of work is the hardest. Prep time is not enough and I need to be more productive in my own time. A-Level
subjects are difficult for me because the style is different from in Poland. Boarding life gives me the feeling that I have
many similar age students around me. My housemates in Caverel feel like my sisters and living in a boarding house is
really convenient, as I can leave my room five minutes before lessons!

Javi is from Chile and speaks Spanish
It is Javi’s first year studying at Downside. She is doing Economics, History,
Geography and Maths as her A level subjects.

Phaedra is from the Netherlands and speaks Dutch
Phaedra is also a new student at Downside this year. She is studying Art, Psychology
and Music.

In the end I chose to come to the UK because there is a sense that the US is very different
and perhaps more dangerous than here. I have friends and family who came here so it’s a
very familiar option. My parents have a connection with the School and everyone says how
good it is here.
The biggest challenge so far has been missing home food. I haven’t quite got over this yet!
Supper is far too early! I love lots of things about the School, especially being with friends,
fantastic lessons and all the art and music related activities. It is a great place to be, but
it’s not really home. I guess it is my ‘home away from home’.

I choose to study in the UK because the School style is different from the Netherlands
and it promised to be an experience.The Education system in the UK is more suitable
for me. Also, my family and friends used to work here and my brother studied here.
The biggest challenge for me is the busy schedule and I have less time to do what I like
to do.To overcome these problems, I go and find people who share similar challenges.
Also, I’m now used to it, it’s just for two years. I don’t feel like home because the
community is not suitable for me. I don’t adapt so well to things. It’s not terrible – it’s more
that it is school, not home, that’s just the reality.The opportunities to meet different people
are just great!

It is different from my previous school which was not co-educational. Also, everyone spoke Spanish there, whereas here the
difficult part is switching languages.There are some cultural differences, people in Chile hug and kiss when greeting, this
doesn’t happen in the UK nearly as much. I’ve got used to it!

Boarding school experience is fun and I can enjoy my independence.The biggest difference I would say is I used to do
seven subjects back home whereas now I only do three. I enjoy music so I like all music-related activities. However, since
Music and Arts don’t count as a full subject in the Netherlands it is big change for me.

Theo is from Brussels and speaks French
Theo arrived year completing his GCSEs. He is studying Double Maths and Physics for his A level subjects. In
Belgium the country is divided between French-speaking Wallonia and Flemish-speaking Flanders.

From a cultural perspective, the way people act surprise me.They don’t speak to people directly.They speak politely but in
the same way, it’s just subtly different and hard sometimes to know how to respond. Since we are both countries in Europe
there is a common ground.

I want to learn English and the UK has a good education system. Someone suggested I study at Downside so I decided
to take the plunge and move to the UK for my A level equivalents.When I first came here, it was difficult for me to use
English during lessons, so I started watching movies to practise my English.

A cultural melting pot might not be the first thing we think of when looking at Downside, but it’s clear that it
adds a wider dimension to life at School. We all become more aware, tolerant and open to the diversity of our
ever-shrinking world. 
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TALKING ABOUT THE BIG
IDEAS
WITH DR VARDY
BY GEORGIA O’KEEFFE

CIUDAD DE
MELANCOLÍA
BY JERÓNIMO HERNANDEZ

Georgia O’Keeffe was one of a contingent who spent the day at Bristol Cathedral
talking about all things teleological and ontological, with no shortage of
controversy and intense opinions. She wrote about her experiences for Horizon.

The blanket of clouds drew away the prosperity of
the sun, replacing it with a sense of sadness and an
eerie emptiness. Rain subtly touched the skin whilst
smog caught in the throat with a caustic cough. The
innocence of light was gone. Energy tumbled away
as people mumbled through the streets.

D

r Peter Vardy is a Methodist theologian and religious philosopher
who combines his study and background with wider secular
thought, including Aristotelian ethics, to explore what it means to be
human. We were excited and a little bit daunted at the prospect of
attending four lectures in the sanctified setting of Bristol Cathedral.
During the day, we attended talks on the teleological argument, evil
and suffering, utilitarianism and euthanasia. The teleological argument
consisted of explanations of Aquinas’ fifth way, as well as a number
of different arguments from David Hume, Immanuel Kant, William
Paley and John Stuart Mill. In and amongst this we evaluated Paley’s
argument, which is based on the ‘Watchmaker analogy’. We learnt about
the arguments Qua Purpose, Qua Order, the Anthropic Principle and
Intelligent Design.
In 2010 Dr Vardy founded Candle
Next was a talk on evil and suffering which seemed to be strangely
Conferences providing quality
popular amongst our class. The ideas of JL Mackie were discussed: that
events, training and resources
God exists and is omnipotent, God exists and is omnibenevolent and
for schools across the UK
subsequently that evil exists. Following on from this Dr Vardy spoke about
St Augustine and his view: evil has no positive existence, it is simply a lack of good which causes suffering, just as a
lack of health causes illness and a lack of wealth results in poverty. There was also mention of the evidential problem
of evil from Mackie, which attracted criticism from Plantinga as well as William Rowe. Dr Vardy also recommended
that we watch an intense and insightful film called God on Trial, which is about a group of Jews awaiting death at a
concentration camp. They made a rabbinical court to decide whether God had gone against the Holy Covenant and
if He is guilty for their suffering.
The next lecture was on utilitarianism. It became clear that it’s a complex and contradictory topic due to
the extreme points of view from Mill, whose golden rule is altruism, alongside the clear rivalry between him
and Jeremy Bentham, with Mill rejecting Bentham’s idea that ‘all pleasures are equal’. There are also criticisms:
it is difficult to quantify pleasure, the problem of prediction, the issue that no matter what, pain will be caused.
Furthermore, the theory fails to acknowledge any individual rights that cannot be violated for the sake of the
greater good. We also explored the specific arguments from Singer, who asked utilitarians ‘where to draw the
circle of ethical concern’. Sidgwick’s approach of ‘government house utilitarianism’ was quite weighty, heavy on
the rubric but helped add clarity to our understanding.
The final talk was on euthanasia. It was a favourite simply because it created a heated atmosphere amongst
the audience due to the range of different and disputed views amongst all of us, including teachers. The question
‘is it always wrong to kill somebody?’ was proposed, and once we had full knowledge of the topic at the end of
the talk, we were put to the test in a debate. Dr Vardy explained philosophical issues, involuntary, non-voluntary,
voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide. We touched on natural law, proportionalism, consequentialism and
situation ethics. Moreover, medical ethics was also thrown into the mix, which was my personal favourite as this
included the principle of justice, autonomy, beneficence as well as non-maleficence, which again attracts some
very extreme views.
It was a super day and a fantastic opportunity to support our studies through university-style seminars and
lectures. We came away able to answer more questions, but also loaded with even more questions we couldn’t
answer. Knowing about the philosophical ideas behind truth is amazing, but it doesn’t necessarily solve the riddle
of what truth is in a ‘post-truth’ world, it just helps us understand the different waves of meaning and importance
of thinking things through, and of asking questions in the first place. 
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The city, a place often portrayed as a place of
success and happiness, had been silently converted
into dark tones, a different mood and atmosphere,
populated by mindless sheep in a cycle of sleep,
work and sleep. Through the oppression of the
clouds, a few glimmers of hope could be seen slicing
though, like spears piercing deep armour. Although
the city was gloomy and dormant, there were
already people out, the workers getting ready for
the day to come. A constant flow of people drifted
though time like the water of the Thames, shuffling
along imperceptibly. The city itself had entered a
state of dark, deathly depression and mourning.
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